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Anatomy of Hjj production
New LHC data will allow to probe Higgs boson production at very high pT
gluon-gluon fusion:
dominant mechanism,
“background” to EW
production
EW production modes: direct probe HVV coupling
VH and
VBF can
interfere
Vector-boson fusion

Associated VH production
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Simulating Hjj production
VBF
● NNLO, structure function approach with NNLOjet
2 matching paradigms, 3
● NLOPS: Powheg-Box + Pythia8/Herwig7(AO)
shower paradigms for 6
Herwig7(+VBFNLO) MC@NLO matching,
NLOPS predictions!
CS-dipole and angular-ordered showers
Sherpa(+OpenLoops), CS and Dire dipole showers.
Full EW HJJ production
NLOPS
➔ Sherpa (+OpenLoops)
➔ Herwig7(+HJets)

VH (with hadronic V decay),
NLOPS
➔ Sherpa(+OpenLoops)
➔ Powheg-Box + Herwig7 (AO)

ggF: MEPS@NLO with up to 1 jet at NLO and up to 4 at LO in Sherpa.
Computed in HEFT. Exact top-mass effects are included at LO via rwgt
(LO exact ggF predictions by NNLOjet)
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[cross-checked with
(PWG+)HW7]

Sherpa CSS

Disentangling VBF using jet multiplicity

Process
σ [fb]

pTH > 0 GeV
2j incl
2j excl

EW H+2j
VBF+VH
VBF
VH
ggF (SM)

2565
2555
1859
696
3219

➔
➔
➔
➔

2087
2069
1586
483
2227

pTH > 200 GeV
2j incl
2j excl

259
258
183
74.8
305

179
177
134
42.7
154

pTH > 500 GeV
2j incl
2j excl

5.34
5.38
3.61
1.77
5.96

ggF is dominant for high multiplicities and slightly reduces at high pTH
jet veto (njet = 2) very effective in reducing ggF, partially effective for VH
At very large pTH disentangling VH from VBF becomes more difficult
Full EW Hjj ≈ VBF + VH

3.15
3.14
2.27
0.87
1.85
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Higgs pT spectrum in Hjj

Sherpa CSS

s-channel processes
(ggF and VH) have a
large R dependence for
small pTH

For moderate values of pTH, the
V boson recoiling against the H
is boosted and for large R the
minimum 2-jet requirement is
not fulfilled.

We must include
top mass effects to
describe the large
pTH in ggF.
VBF has a negligible jet-cone
dependence for large pTH.
Mild increase for smaller pTH
for large R.
For very very boosted Higgs,
the two leading jets are
generated from ISR and V
decay, reduced R dependence
Boosted Higgs in ggF is
accompanied by a lot of ISR: it
is easy to have at least 2jet for
any R
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Sherpa CSS

Dijet invariant mass distribution in Hjj
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Sherpa CSS

Dijet rapidity separation in Hjj
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Zeppenfeld variables
Zeppenfeld variables are sensitive to rapidity gaps and are used to
disentagle colorless t-channel exchanges

A central-jet veto could
improve the purity of the
VBF signal for large pTH
but it complicates the
structure of higher-order
QCD corrections,
introducing dependence on
non-global logs which are
accounted at most at
leading log by (dipole)
showers

plots done with Sherpa CSS
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Higgs pT spectrum in VBF: inclusive cuts

No cuts: The
perturbative series
shows a good
convergence at
large pTH, where
the jet radius
dependence is also
very mild. NLOPS
and NNLO quite
similar across the
whole range.
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Higgs pT spectrum in VBF: VBF cuts

VBF cuts: At very
large pTH
appreciable shape
differences between
NNLO and NLOPS.
Also mildly different
R-dependence
between NLOPS
and NNLO is found.
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Higgs pT spectrum in VBF: VBF cuts
This is Sherpa (CS dipoles, MC@NLO),
but all shower predictions agree within few
percent for moderate and large pTH.

For large pTH, the Higgs
essentially recoils against
a single high-pT jet

VBF = (DIS)2, typical scale for VBF is (pin-pout)2 to improve
the convergence of the perturbative series.
When pTH is very large, the two DIS processes have two
very different scales not captured by our choice of the
starting scale for radiation (the resummation scale in
MC@NLO). One needs to use a structure function
approach also when building the first emission!
check: LOPS with true structure-function approach shows
good agreement with NLO fixed order!
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mjj and Δyjj for VBF
Hw7, dipole shower
envelope obtained from 6 NLOPS
HW7 dipole and AO showers
PWG+PY8, PWG+HW7(AO)
Sherpa CSS and Dire showers

For large pTH,
NLOPS is quite
different from
NNLO; adding the
PS to the NLO
enhances the
differences instead
of reducing them!
All the NLOPS
predictions are
consistent.
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Sudakov effects in VBF
Jet resolution scales in 2 →3 and 3 →4 jet resolution scales in the kT algorithm with R=0.4: at most 10 (15)%
differences, a part from Pyhtia for small scales.

PS effects
will be
discussed
more in the
next talk!
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Conclusions
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

Interest in boosted Higgs production, particularly in VBF, to probe the HVV coupling.
Higgs production in VBF, with a V boson or in gluon-gluon fusion can lead to the
same signature: together with the traditional mass and rapidity cuts, a jet veto can
help improving the purity of the VBF signal.
A global jet veto can do the job, retaining a simple analytic structure of HO
corrections.
Large jet-radius dependence when applying fiducial VBF cuts.
NNLO and NLOPS agree very well for moderate values of pTH, but some tension
(~15%) is found at larger values→this is the most interesting region for BSM
searches!
For large pTH, radiation from the two DIS sub-processes cannot be simultaneously
described by the same global scale.
Overall good agreement between all the NLOPS generators (some tensions for
small jet-resolution scales): more details in the next talk.

Thanks for the attention!
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